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About This Game

From Nashville to New York, It's 800 miles of love.

Amanda Etheridge is just an average, closeted lesbian working at an advertising agency in New York... At least until the huge
project she was in charge of collapsed through no fault of her own.

Now the former workaholic has been put on paid leave, but without her work, what is there for her to do? Well, her boss did tell
her to get out, meet people, and expand her horizons...

Guided by the country songs on the radio, she travels to Nashville alone. Reluctantly leaving her old life behind, she arrives in
this colorful, musical city -- and hears the whisper of an angel.

"Hello, Nashville. Would you like to hear a song about love?"
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What a bad game. It functions decently compared to all those early access craps that don't work at all but god, two levels and I
was feeling sick to my stomack due to the horrible control and the map turning around you instead of your vehicle turning. This
is not worth 15 bucks, clearly.. Overall a good route and nice to see something set in the 1980's period rather than modern
plastic.

Included Class 37 okay though the sounds aren't quite up to Armstrong Powerhouse standards. For those complaining about
RETB it has been set up such that you can use the blue light on the stop boards as a "home" signal without going through the
token exchange procedure.

Biggest problem for me is this type of route really shows up the limitation of the TS20xx route editor when it comes to applying
terrain texture. Far too green in places and the blotting paper effect of the terrain paint tool all too apparent on the hills.

Bought this at full price but on reflection probably should waited for the half price sale.. Fantastic game. 10/10 story and
writing. This game is like a perfectly prepared dish. You should be excited to play. It is full of happy adventures and clever
interactions. It is a must buy of the niche visual novel industry. By far a classic as much as katawa shoujo, except much more
wholesome.. A puzzle\/parkour game, visual appearance is simple but still beautiful.

Game Performance: Great
Story: not that relevant
Visual: Great
Sound: it's ok
Bugs: Sometimes you fall because you stucked within an object.

The price is absolutely fair.
Recommended for everyone who needs a relaxed game.. Good game and addictive. One of my favourite games in VR is
Holoball and I must say this is running it close.
Like the overall feel of the game and the sound fits it well. Well worth the entry fee.
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I got this game through a bundle, and did not know what to expect when I started it.
I was absolutely enthralled for the 1+ hour I played it.
It replicates everything that was great about this kind of games, when I was a kid. The graphics and animation are nice and the
music is unobstrusive.

At some point I realized that I was getting a little mad because I failed and failed again. Then I remembered, that its exactly
what the game wanted from me :D
I took a deep breath. Focused. And got through the sequence.
I felt like an 8-year old again :D. No matter how good this game is (and it is good, very hard at begin but also very enjoyable),
no matter how much potential it have (because it does have a great potential - interesting game mechanics and gameplay that
would be a real blast when polished), nothing will ever justify the lack of updates and informations from developers. The latest
info is from February 2017, but it doesn't says much anyway - "it's not abandoned". I truly want to believe that, but many of us
know already how does all of this Early Access stuff works. I just don't want All Guns On Deck in current state (not finished) to
be released as full game, which sadly is a popular trend among indie developers. This game cost 13 dollars, and it's in Early
Access for over 2 years now - that's a high price for something that probably won't be ever finished.. Una historia de venganza...
protagonizada por conejos humanoides que pelean brutalmente, este es el padre de Overgrowth.

Un♥♥♥♥♥♥juegazo "indie" de hace años no conocido muy barato de offer.

Pepinote de combate, no lo juzgues; Un buen juego.

8,5/10.. I bought this game because of some article I read about it using some new tech for rendering the scenes. Not sure what I
was expecting, but right now it feels a lot like a tech demo more than something 'complete'. There was a lot of weird artifacting
on the people (fingers webbing together, fabric flickering around, weird flat face for the female character, strange parallax
effect when you look out the window during some of the scenes. Just a lot of overall weirdness.

The story was ok, but difficult to get into. It wasn't like some profound story that made me really care about the main character.
Honestly, I wouldn't say this game is worth $8.

The negatives of this particular title aside, I'm really excited for the future of VR and cinema. I can't wait for semi-interactive
and non-interactive VR cinema to take off and I'm happy to see that there are developers starting to get into this space more..
Having played the game right through to the end, and viewing the accomplishment stats here on Steam it seems myself and only
one other person has actually done so, I can safely write that it's not a difficult process, in fact, it's amazingly fun, with some
scenes that are truly astounding (think of the Star Trek Enterprise raising from being half buried in sand!).

There are "invisible walls" if you walk for 30 minutes over sand in a straight direction, for which I was thankful (or else I'd still
be walking) but contrary to what is stated in a game review YouTube video, there are no invisible walls due to lazy
programming. There is an instance where you bump into an invisible wall while trying to get in close to a HUGE spaceship, but
being able to explore all around the ship (which is quite a feat in itself) led me to believe that perhaps there was a force field in
place preventing me from getting in. Sure enough, further progression revealed that the reason I COULDN'T make it into the
immediate area of the craft was because the aliens had indeed encompassed their ship with an invisible force-field.

There is a moment of panic when confronted by HUGE aliens while I only had a laser, but a quick text prompt instructed me to
click on a ladder to some gun towers, which then transported me into these HUGE weapons that made quick work of the
oncoming aliens...sort of (you'll see). You can't be carrying anything while trying to climb the ladder. You must "holster" your
weapon prior to climbing, which only makes sense. Again, all this is told to you in a quick prompt that pops up just before the
battle. If you miss it, you're in BIG trouble!

ASRECorp is an AMAZING game which incorporates some unique aspects in order to progress the story, the like of which I
have not seen in any other PC game. Very cool indeed! I highly recommend this game! But REMEMBER, when you play it, put
into effect every prompt that comes your way.

Check out this glimpse...

https:\/\/youtu.be\/qvRc7fYynVk. I think the game is awesome but we played it so much different than what the designers want
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us to play until level 13 we didnt use speed bar i mean we didnt change it from the start when we understand that we can
manipulate it, the game is totaly went to another level its all in all great and the game almost is free in terms of its price. So I
think if u have enough spare time to play it go and buy it.. This is a little gem made by FIVE-BN GAMEs who also do the Lost
Lands games that I like. Has nice art and voice plus all the Steam features. Good HOG.. Hello and welcome to KirbyFan45's
Quiz Show! Your main source of gaming questions! Today's question: What game is so badly programmed that you can't even
get past the initial loading screen without the game crashing? The answer is Woodle Tree 2: Worlds! This garbage is so badly
made, I'm surprised Chubby Pixel let this release! I thought this would be an improvement since I did have some things to say
about the first game in my review. How am I supposed to find improvements in a game that can't be played? Screw you Chubby
Pixel.
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